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INTRODUCTION: 

STUDY OF ALGORITHMS 

Machines For Executing Algorithms  

This area includes everything from the smallest pocket calculator to the 

largest general purpose digital computer. The goal is to study various forms of 

machine fabrication and organization so that algorithms can be effectively carried 

out. 

Languages For Describing Algorithms 

These languages can be placed on a continuum. At one end are the 

languages which are closest to the physical machine and at the other end are 

languages designed for sophisticated problem solving. 

 

Foundations Of Algorithms 

A particular task accomplishable by a computing device; or what is the 

minimum number of operations necessary for any algorithm which performs a 

certain function. Abstract models of computers are devised so that these properties 

can be studied. 

 

Analysis of algorithms 

 An algorithm's behavior pattern or performance profile is measured in terms 

of the computing time and space that are consumed while the algorithm is 

processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Definition:  

An algorithm is a finite set of instructions which, if followed, accomplish a 

particular task. 

(i) input: there are zero or more quantities which are externally supplied. 

(ii) output: at least one quantity is produced. 

(iii) definiteness: each instruction must be clear and unambiguous. 

(iv) finiteness: if we trace out the instructions of an algorithm, then for all 

cases the algorithm will terminate after a finite number of steps. 

(v) effectiveness: every instruction must be sufficiently basic that it can in 

principle be carried out by a person using only pencil and paper. It is not 

enough that each operation be definite as in , but it mustalso be feasible 

 

Data processing machine: 

 Raw data is input andalgorithms are used to transform it into refined data. 

 

Study Of Data: 

 

(i) machines that hold data 

(ii) languages for describing data manipulation 

(iii) foundations which describe what kinds of refined data can be produced from 

raw data 

(iv) structures for representing data. 

 

Data Type: 

 

A data type is a term which refers to the kinds of data that variables may 

"hold" in a programmingnlanguage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Definition:  

Data Structure are the method of representing of logical 

relationships between individual data elements related to the 

solution of a given problem. 

 

 

Basic Data Structure 

                               Data Structure 

                                     

 
 

Linear Data Structure                        Non-Linear Data Structure 

 

Arrays LinkedList Stacks Queues        Trees Graphs Hash Table 

 

 

 Linear: In Linear data structure, values are arrange in linear 

fashion. 

 Array: Fixed-size 

 Linked-list: Variable-size 

 Stack: Add to top and remove from top 

 Queue: Add to back and remove from front 

 Priority queue: Add anywhere, remove the highest 

priority 

 

 

 Non-Linear: The data values in this structure are not arranged 

in order. 

 Hash tables: Unordered lists which use a ‘hash function’ 

to insert and search 

 Tree: Data is organized in branches. 

 Graph: A more general branching structure, with less 

strict connection conditions than for a tree 

 

 



 HOW TO CREATE PROGRAMS 
 

 
Requirements:  

 Make sure you understand the information you are given (the input) and 

what results you are to produce (the output). Try to write down a rigorous 

description of the input and output which covers all cases. 

 

Designing an algorithm is a task which can be done independently of the 

programming language eventually plan to use. In fact, this is desirable because it 

means you can postpone questions concerning how to represent your data and what 

a particular statement looks like and concentrate on the order of processing. 

 

Design: 
  We have several data objects (such as a maze, a polynomial, or a list of 

names). For each object there will be some basic operations to perform on it 

(such as print the maze, add two polynomials, or find a name in the list). 

Assume that these operations already exist in the form of procedures and 

write an algorithm which solves the problem according to the requirements. 

Use a notation which is natural to the way you wish to describe the order of 

processing. 

 

Analysis: 

  Can you think of another algorithm? If so, write it down. Next, try to 

compare these two methods. It may already be possible to tell if one will be 

more desirable than the other. If you can't distinguish between the two, 

choose one to work on for now and we will return to the second version later. 

 
Refinement and coding: 

  We must now choose representations for your data objects (a maze as a 

two dimensional array of zeros and ones, a polynomial as a one dimensional 

array of degree and coefficients, a list of names possibly as an array) and 

write algorithms for each of the operations on these objects. The order in 

which you do this may be crucial, because once you choose a representation, 

the resulting algorithms may be inefficient. Modern pedagogy suggests that 

all processing which is independent of the data representation be written out 

first.  

 



HOW TO ANALYZE PROGRAMS  

 

(i) the machine we are executing on 

 

(ii) its machine language instruction set 

 

(iii) the time required by each machine instruction 

 

(iv) the translation a compiler will make from the source to the 

machine language. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Arrays: 
 

In this type of data structures, values of the same types of data are stored 

called Arrays.An array is a set of pairs, index and value. For each index which is 

defined, there is a value associated with that index 

 

Example Program: 

 

structure ARRAY(value, index) 

declare CREATE( ) array 

RETRIEVE(array,index) value 

STORE(array,index,value) array; 

for all A array, i,j index, x value let 

RETRIEVE(CREATE,i) :: = error 

RETRIEVE(STORE(A,i,x),j) :: = 

if EQUAL(i,j) then x else RETRIEVE(A,j) 

end 

end ARRAY 

 

Explanation: 

The function CREATE produces a new, empty array. RETRIEVE takes as 

input of an array and an index,and either returns the appropriate value or an error. 

STORE is used to enter new index-value pairs. The second axiom is read as "to 

retrieve the j-th item where x has already been stored at index i in A isequivalent to 

checking if i and j are equal and if so, x, or search for the j-th value in the 

remaining array,A." This axiom was originally given by J. McCarthy. Notice how 

the axioms are independent of anyrepresentation scheme. Also, i and j need not 

necessarily be integers, but we assume only that an EQUAL function can be 

devised. 

 

 

 

 

 



ORDERED LISTS: 

 

One of the simplest and most commonly found data object is the ordered or 

linear list.  

Examples : 

 

Days of the week: 

 

(MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, 

SATURDAY, SUNDAY) 

 

Values in a card deck: 

 

(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack, Queen, King, Ace) 

 

If we consider an ordered list more abstractly, we say that it is either 

empty or it can be written as (a1,a2,a3, ...,an) 

where the ai are atoms from some set S. 

 
There are a variety of operations that are performed on these lists. 

(i) find the length of the list, n; 
(ii) read the list from left-to-right (or right-to-left); 

(iii) retrieve the i-th element, 

(iv) store a new value into the i-th position 

(v) insert a new element at position causing elements numbered i,i + 1, 

i+2,...n+1. 

(vi) delete the element at position  i + 1, ...,n to become numbered i,i +1,...n-1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STACKS AND QUEUES 

 
A stack is an ordered list in which all insertions and deletions are made 

at one end, called the top. A queue is an ordered list in which all insertions 

take place at one end, the rear, while all deletions take place at the other end, 

the front. Given a stack S = (a1, ...an) then we say that a1 is the bottommost 

element and element ai is on top of element ai - 1, 1 < i n. When viewed as a 

queue with an as the rear element one says that ai+1 is behind ai, 1 i< n. 
 

Stack : 

Last In First Out (LIFO) lists. 

 

Associated with the object stack there are several operations that are 

necessary 
 

1. CREATE (S) which creates S as an empty stack; 

2. ADD (i,S) which inserts the element i onto the stack S and returns the new 

stack; 

 

3. DELETE (S) which removes the top element of 

Stack S and returns the new stack;  

4. TOP (S) which returns the top element of stack S; 

5. ISEMTS (S) which returns true if S is empty else false; 

 

Example procedure: 

 
structure STACK (item) 

declare CREATE ( )stack 

ADD (item, stack)stack 

Delete (Stack) Stack 

Top(Stack) item 

ISITEM(stack ) BOOLEAN; 

 



QUEUE : 
 

   First In First Out (LIFO) lists. 
 

Associated with the object Queue there are several operations that are 

necessary 
 

1. CREATEQ(Q) which creates Q as an empty queue; 

 
2. ADDQ(i,Q) which adds the element i to the rear of a queue and 

returns the new queue;  

3. DELETEQ(Q) which removes the front element from the queue Q 

and returns the resulting queue; FRONT(Q) which returns the front 

element of Q; 

4. ISEMTQ(Q) which returns true if Q is empty else false. 

 

Example Procedure: 
structure QUEUE (item) 

   declare CREATEQ()queue 

               ADDQ(item,queue)queue 

               DELETEQ(item) 

               FRONTQ(item) 

               ISEMTQ()boolean 

Ene QUEUE 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 EVALUATION OF EXPRESSIONS: 

                                     X=A/B ** C + D* E - A * C 

The first problem with understanding the meaning of an expression 

is to decide in what order the operations are carried out. This means that 

every language must uniquely define such an order.  

For instance, if A = 4, B = C = 2, D = E = 3, then in eq. 3.1 we might 

want X to be assigned the value 

 
=4/(2 ** 2) + (3 * 3) - (4 * 2) 

 
=(4/4) + 9 - 8 

 
= 2. 

 

However, the true intention of the programmer might have been to assign X the 

value 

 
=(4/2) ** (2 + 3) * (3 - 4) * 2 

 
= (4/2) ** 5* -1 * 2 

 
= (2**5)* -2 

 
= 32* -2 

 
= -64. 

 

THREE OPERATION IN EXPRESSION: 

(i) INFIX NOTATION 

(ii) POSTFIX NOTATION 

(iii) PREFIX NOTATION 

 

 



 MULTIPLE STACKS AND QUEUES 

  
                   we have only 2 stacks to represent. then the solution is simple. We can 

use V(1) for the bottom most element in stack 1 and V(m) for the 

corresponding element in stack 2. Stack 1 can grow towards V(m) and 

stack 2 towards V(1). It is therefore possible to utilize efficiently all the 

available space. 

 For each stack i we shall use B(i) to represent a position one 

less than the position in V for the bottommost element of that stack. T(i), 1 n 

will point to the topmost element of stack i. We shall use the boundary condition 

B(i) = T(i) iff the i'th stack is empty. If we grow the i'th stack in lower memory 

indexes than the i + 1'st, then with roughly equal initial segments we have 

SINGLY LINKED LISTS 

 An elegant solution  of data movement in sequential representations is 

achieved by using linked representations. Unlike a sequential representation where 

successive items of a list are located a fixed distance apart, in a linked 

representation these items may be placed anywhere in memory.To access elements 

in the list in the correct order, with each element we store the address or location of 

the next element in that list. Thus, associated with each data item in a linked 

representation is a pointer to the next item. This pointer is often referred to as a 

link. In general, a node is a collection of data, DATA1, ..., DATAn and links 

LINK1, ...,LINKm. Each item in a node is called a field. A field contains either a 

data item or a link. 

For example: 

(BAT, CAT, EAT, FAT, HAT, JAT, LAT, MAT, OAT, PAT, RAT, SAT, TAT, VAT, 

WAT) 

To insert the data item GAT between FAT and HAT the following steps are adequate: 

(i) get a node which is currently unused; let its address be X; 

(ii) set the DATA field of this node to GAT; 

(iii) set the LINK field of X to point to the node after FAT which contains HAT; 
(iv) set the LINK field of the node containing FAT to X. 



1 1 

 POLYNOMIAL ADDITION 
In general, we want to represent the polynomial 

A(x) = am xem + ... + a xe 

where the ai are non-zero coefficients with exponents ei such that em > em-1 > ... 

> e2 > e1 >= 0. Each term will be represented by a node. 

 

| | | | 

|COEF | EXP | LINK | 

 

the polynomial A= 3x14 + 2x8 + 1 would be stored as 

while B = 8x14 - 3x10 + 10x6 

In order to add two polynomials together we examine their terms starting at the 

nodes pointed to by A and B. Two pointers p and q are used to move along the 

terms of A and B. If the exponents of two terms are equal, then the coefficients 

are added and a new term created for the result. If the exponent of the current 

term in A is less than the exponent of the current term of B, then a duplicate of 

the term of B is created and attached to C. The pointer q is advanced to the next 

term. Similar action is taken on A if EXP(p) > EXP(q). 
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